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Gap-mode plasmonic nanocavity
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Here we describe the fabrication and characterization of a plasmonic nanocavity formed in the narrow gap between a Ag nanowire and a flat Ag substrate. The fluorescence spectrum of nanocrystals within the gap was strongly modified by the cavity modes, showing peaks of position and width (Q ~ 30–60) in quantitative agreement with numerical calculations. At gap spacings of ~15 nm, the noncavity background fluorescence is largely quenched by the Ag substrate, while the modal fluorescence remains strong, indicating that gap-type structures are more robust to fluorescence quenching. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3505154]

Optical cavities can tightly confine light in the vicinity of optical emitters, enhancing the interaction of light and matter. Such cavities have primarily been fabricated in dielectric materials to maximize the cavity quality and quality factors (Q) in excess of 10\textsuperscript{6} have been achieved in cavities with coupled emitters.\textsuperscript{1} It has been recently shown theoretically,\textsuperscript{2–5} however, that metal-based optical cavities utilizing surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) (i.e., plasmonic cavities) can have sufficiently small mode volume (V) to achieve high Q/V (the quantity relevant for high Purcell factors) despite their inherently lower Q. Here we describe such a nanocavity, formed in the gap between a Ag nanowire (NW) and a planar Ag substrate. The fluorescence spectrum of PbS nanocrystals (NCs) within the gap was strongly modified by the cavity modes, and bright emission from cavities with gaps as narrow as 15 nm indicates that fluorescence quenching near the surface of metals\textsuperscript{6} can be mitigated through modal engineering.

Substantial enhancements of fluorescence signal and Raman-scattering cross section have been obtained by coupling optical emitters to roughened metal surfaces or ensembles of colloidal metallic nanoparticles.\textsuperscript{7} There have been comparatively few experimental demonstrations of individual plasmonic cavities with coupled optical emitters,\textsuperscript{8–15} and of these, the only one to show substantial modification of the emitter fluorescence spectrum was a hybrid cavity formed from a dielectric NW and coupled planar metal layer.\textsuperscript{8}

The cavities reported here were formed by placing a Ag NW (~70 nm diameter, ~1–3 \textmu m in length) in close proximity to a Ag substrate (~15–70 nm separation), with the NW axis parallel to the substrate surface (Fig. 1). The spacing between NW and substrate was formed by one to two monolayers of PbS NCs (formed on a water subphase\textsuperscript{16} and stamped onto the sample\textsuperscript{17}), clad by a layer of sputtered SiN on either side. The substrate is thus covered in an approximately uniform, encapsulated layer of NCs that, when not coupled to a cavity, have a nonpolarized fluorescence signal that is spectrally broad and featureless. Because the noncavity signal was nonpolarized, it was easily removed from the data, as will be discussed later. The excitation laser (λ = 633 nm, typical power 1–20 \textmu W), incident normal to the substrate, was focused onto the sample using a 100x, 0.5 NA microscope objective. The luminescence signal was collected through the same objective, passed through a half-wave plate, a linear polarizer and a long-pass filter, and coupled into a grating spectrograph with liquid N2-cooled charge-coupled device camera.

Surface plasmon modes from the NW and substrate hybridize across the separation, forming a gap mode with
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**FIG. 1.** (Color online) Nanowire-based gap-mode plasmonic nanocavity. (a) The cavity is comprised of a Ag NW and a Ag substrate, separated by a ~5 nm thick layer of fluorescent PbS NCs and layers of insulating dielectric thickness d\textsubscript{1} and d\textsubscript{2} (for total gap of ~5 nm + d\textsubscript{1} + d\textsubscript{2}). Inset shows calculated electric field intensity in the x-y plane of a cavity with 14 nm gap. Cross-sectional field plots (along the broken lines) indicate that the field is tightly confined in the gap region, leading to strong overlap with the NCs. (b) Calculated resonances of ~1 \textmu m long cavities of varying gap, labeled according to vector parity in the z-direction.
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slower phase velocity [and thus larger effective refractive index (\(n_{\text{eff}}\))] than that of the isolated surface plasmon modes.\(^6\) Electromagnetic energy is confined within the gap in the y-direction (perpendicular to the substrate surface) by the opposing Ag surfaces. Confinement in the lateral (x and z) directions is provided by the index and mode mismatch that occurs approximately at the geometric boundaries of the NW. Because of the strong confinement in the y and x directions, only the lowest-order modes are observed in those directions while the cavity is sufficiently long in the z-direction to support multiple modes. Compared to plasmonic cavities formed on the surface of a single metal layer (such as a NW), these gap structures provide additional confinement in the direction normal to the metal surface, leading to better emitter-mode coupling\(^6\) and smaller effective mode volume \(V_{\text{eff}}\). Using finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) calculations of the samples with 15 nm gap, we determined the mode volume \(V\) to be of order \(10^{-5}\) \(\mu\text{m}^3\), which is comparable to what has been calculated for other plasmonic nanocavity designs.\(^3\)

\[ V_{\text{eff}} \sim 10^{-4}(\lambda/n_{\text{eff}})^3, \]

where \(\lambda = 1\) \(\mu\text{m}\) is the vacuum wavelength and \(n_{\text{eff}} \sim 2.3\) (as determined from the spacing between relative electric field maxima within the cavity). This yields \(Q/V_{\text{eff}}\) of order \(10^5\) for our cavities, which compares well with dielectric microcavities with \(Q \sim 5000\) and \(V_{\text{eff}} \sim 5(\lambda/n)^3\) that have exhibited the Purcell effect.\(^1\)

FDTD calculations of our cavities predicted that they should exhibit a series of Fabry–Perot resonances in the z-direction (parallel to the NW axis; see Fig. 1). As the gap between NW and substrate decreases, \(n_{\text{eff}}\) increases, shifting individual resonances to longer wavelengths (\(\lambda\)). In Fig. 1(b), this evolution versus gap for a single even mode is illustrated using a line to guide the eye. Also indicated for each resonance in Fig. 1(b) is the respective Q (as determined by harmonic inversion\(^1\)) of the time-dependent electric field. As the gap decreases, Q continually increases, even though the fraction of electromagnetic energy contained within the metal is increasing. This suggests that Q is limited not by losses within the metal but by reflection losses at the ends of the cavity, which decrease as \(n_{\text{eff}}\) (and thus the index mismatch at the cavity boundary) increases. Decreasing V results in a simultaneous increase in Q. This also suggests that it should be possible to increase Q further by engineering a cavity with lower reflection losses—without sacrificing small mode volume.

Coupling to modes of the cavities dramatically altered the fluorescence spectrum of the PbS NCs, as can be seen in Fig. 2(a). A series of prominent peaks appeared, with both the wavelength and Q of the resonances in good agreement with FDTD calculations of the corresponding cavity modes. (Typical Q was in the range 40–60.) In addition, the luminescence associated with these peaks was highly linearly polarized parallel to the NW axis [see Fig. 2(e)], in agreement with FDTD calculations of the far-field radiation from a cavity (not shown). Because the cavity fluorescence was polarized while the noncavity fluorescence was not, we were able to isolate each cavity spectrum by subtracting the luminescence polarized perpendicular to the NW axis from that polarized parallel. Also illustrated in Fig. 2(e) is an issue that complicated our measurements as follows: a general, permanent, decrease in cavity fluorescence over time. The data presented in Fig. 2(e) was collected by rotating the polarizer in the direction indicated, and it can be seen that the intensity of the bright mode had decreased substantially over the course of the \(~11\) min needed to acquire all of the spectra. We have not yet determined the cause of this decrease.

The NCs within a cavity are most likely excited through a combination of direct laser illumination and secondary excitation by neighboring, uncoupled, and photoexcited NCs. The neighboring NCs (which are also responsible for the noncavity fluorescence) may lead to excitation of cavity NCs either through fluorescence or through generation of SPPs that propagate along the surface of the Ag substrate and are absorbed by the cavity NCs.\(^2\) All of these mechanisms are likely to be most efficient when the laser spot is positioned over the end of a cavity, since being incident from the end of the cavity provides for better wave vector and mode matching with the cavity modes. This was observed experimentally, as shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d).

An interesting feature of our cavities is the improved cavity emission for smaller gap separations. Calculations by Ford and Weber\(^9\) on single Ag structures predict fluorescence quenching for emitters placed less than \(\sim 10\) nm from the metal. As has been previously observed,\(^9\) an emitter placed very close to a flat metal region can generate both SPPs and "lossy surface waves" (LSW), surface excitations whose long wave vector prevents them from being excited via far-field radiation. Of these, the LSW can have long propagation constants and can be coupled, for example, via scattering,
into far-field radiation. LSW, in contrast, are believed to be almost entirely absorbed by the metal and lost as heat. In the case of a single Ag region, the power emitted into the LSW increases greatly as the emitter is placed closer to the metal case of a single Ag region, the power emitted into the LSW metal distance is indicated in nanometer; calculations are normalized to from cavities with different NC-substrate spacings.

We compared two samples, A and B, that differed only in the thicknesses of the lower dielectric layer [A, d1=5 nm; B, d1=30 nm; Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)]. The NCS of sample A are close enough to the Ag substrate that their fluorescence is partially quenched through the excitation of SPP and LSW. In sample B, in contrast, the NCS are far enough from the substrate to largely avoid quenching. In agreement with these reports, we found the noncavity fluorescence of sample A to be lower than that of sample B. However, if we analyze the relative intensity of the cavity modes with respect to the noncavity background fluorescence, we find that the background fluorescence from sample B is brighter than the cavity modes [Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)]. For sample A, with the smaller gap separation, the opposite is true; the cavity mode fluorescence is often several times brighter than the background. The cavities we measured were oriented randomly, and we saw no performance difference for different cavity orientations relative to the (fixed) laser polarization. This suggests that the greatly enhanced luminescence we observe at each of the cavity modes is not simply the result of enhanced in-coupling of the laser excitation, since the cavity modes are known to be strongly polarized. In addition, numerical calculations of emission angle (not shown) reveal only a weak dependence on cavity gap thickness. This indicates that the collection efficiency of our microscope objective is not significantly different for emission from the cavity modes of samples A and B.

Instead, we can understand the difference between samples A and B as illustrating the power of gap-mode structures; Ford and Weber showed that emission into the gap mode between two closely-spaced metal regions increases greatly as the gap shrinks. We have extended their analysis, calculating the power spectrum of the gap structure in the nonlocal approximation to investigate the relative generation of LSW and gap-mode plasmon polaritons [Fig. 3(a)]. Qualitatively, it appears that as the gap shrinks, emission into the gap mode increases at nearly the same rate as emission into the LSW. This implies that emission into the gap mode should be resistant to quenching at much closer emitter-metal spacings, resulting in greatly enhanced emitter-mode overlap and greatly decreased mode volume. This has been borne out by our measurements. [A more quantitative analysis of the emission characteristics will require integration of the power spectra of Fig. 3(a) while distinguishing between LSW and gap-mode excitations at the same wave vector. We are currently investigating this.] The robustness to quenching of these gap structures has important implications for further miniaturization of plasmonic nanocavities.
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